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1	ICT Services Framework - advice and guidance 
1.1	Introduction 
1.1.1	Purpose of document
This document shows further education and skills and related organisations (defined in para 1.1.4 below and referred to generically as ‘customers’ or ‘organisation’ throughout) how to use the ICT Services Framework One, which will operate from November 2010 until 2014.  
Framework agreements for the education and skills sectors aim to offer schools, colleges and training providers quick, easy and trusted access to the range of services that they are likely to need to support, develop and enhance their ICT infrastructure. They are a simple and straightforward mechanism for acquiring services and/or products, based on value for money (VfM) (see Appendix 1) and the standards and specifications required by education and skills organisations.  Education and skills organisations can use them on an individual basis, or they can collaborate (often leading to additional savings and efficiencies). In some circumstances framework agreements remove the need to separately advertise and tender a contract, as otherwise required by procurement regulations, thereby significantly reducing costs and timescales.  They set out terms and conditions with suppliers during the period of the contract, and customers can make specific purchases (call-offs) from the framework with the price determined at the point of call- off without the need for negotiation. They have been developed by Becta and, with the closure of Becta, will be managed by the Department for Education (DfE) and supported by the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS).
The list of suppliers and specific guidance for schools, local authorities and academies are available at http://localauthorities.becta.org.uk/index.php?section=pf&catcode=ls_pict_11 (​http:​/​​/​localauthorities.becta.org.uk​/​index.php?section=pf&catcode=ls_pict_11​)  
1.1.2	Scope of ICT Services Framework One
The ICT Services Framework has been developed following extensive research within the education and skills sectors. It is made up of two ‘lots’, each of which includes specialist contractors rigorously assessed as capable of providing the specified services to the sectors.  
Lot 1 focuses on infrastructure and mobile connectivity services, enabling customers to buy these services individually or in combination as a bundle.   
Lot 2 covers the provision of integrated ICT services for customers needing a supplier to co-ordinate and manage a supply chain to cover all their requirements. 
1.1.3	Benefits of framework agreements
The benefits of using a framework agreement include:
	purchasing goods and services without conducting a full EU procurement process 
	aggregating purchases across organisations to reduce costs and lessen the administrative burden 
	contract terms and levels of service defined and negotiated for the education and skills sectors by Becta 
	confidence in suppliers’ quality and reliability, thus reducing the burden on customers. Suppliers’ levels of service are regularly monitored  
	saving time and complexity. The suppliers offering the best value for money are listed in one place; customer requirements need be set out only once, as requests are sent to all suppliers on the agreement; and a common set of conditions apply to all contracts placed under an agreement 
	facilitating ICT solutions that can integrate and be interoperable where necessary.
There are other procurement options open to education and skills organisations, which can offer competition and value for money while still effectively managing the risks inherent within procurement. These include: 
	Finding alternative suppliers: organisations needing to procure ICT services may invite tenders for services themselves and let their own contract. If they wish to do this, they must be satisfied that they have the technical capability and capacity to undertake the procurement exercise and should be aware of EU Procurement Regulations and good procurement practice. Before entering into an agreement, they should assure themselves of the financial stability of the supplier, the quality of their work and mechanisms for dealing with complaints and remedies. They should aim to agree favourable terms and conditions. References should always be requested and taken up.      
	Purchasing consortia: most education and skills organisations need services such as payroll, repairs and maintenance and generic ICT. It may be worth considering joining or forming a purchasing consortium where this offers economic or organisational advantages. Such consortia may still use the framework agreements developed by Becta or they can choose to undertake their own procurement as outlined above.
	Association of Colleges (AoC) procurement team: since 2006, this team, formerly based at the Learning and Skills Council but now with the AoC, has worked with colleges to support initiatives aimed at increasing efficiency. Among other services, the team offers best practice and information and operates a framework agreement for Managed Procurement Services designed to cover all aspects of procurement services required by a college including discrete ad hoc procurement services, a complete managed procurement service, review and audit services and change agents for collaboration. For more information, see http://www.aoc.co.uk/en/aoc-procurement-team/ (​http:​/​​/​www.aoc.co.uk​/​en​/​aoc-procurement-team​/​​) 
	Procureweb: JISC Advance offers this procurement support service to the higher education and FE sectors and the Research Councils. Services provided include the sectors' central contract database (CuPID); a free tendering provision (www.tenders.ac.uk (​http:​/​​/​www.tenders.ac.uk​)); a free 'electronic billboard' (Xchange); procurement-related website hosting; tools and electronic systems development; website design; forums; documentation; and links to relevant resources. For more information, see http://www.procureweb.ac.uk/ (​http:​/​​/​www.procureweb.ac.uk​/​​) 
1.1.4	Customers of the ICT Services Framework
The organisations expected to use the framework, individually or in partnership or consortia, in the FE and skills sector and associated areas include all UK post-16 education/training organisations which receive public sector funding for the provision of education and/or training, as listed on the Skills Funding Agency’s Approved College and Training Organisation Register (ACTOR). This can be found on the Skills Funding Agency website at: 
http://skillsfundingagency.bis.gov.uk/providers/newproviders/ (​http:​/​​/​skillsfundingagency.bis.gov.uk​/​providers​/​newproviders​/​​)
All these types of organisation are generically referred to as ‘customers’ or ‘organisations’ throughout this guidance. 
1.1.5	Background and process
























































1.2	Guidance on using the framework agreement
1.2.1	Introduction
The ICT Services Framework Agreement has been developed to allow customers to purchase ICT services without having to conduct their own EU-compliant full procurement process. The aim is to ensure that customers get the best possible solutions for the best possible price. The framework  offers:
	suppliers which understand the needs of the FE and skills sector and associated areas 
	products and services delivered to a high standard set by Becta and maintained by DfE 
	suppliers compliant with Becta technical, functional and service requirements 
	a simplified and shorter purchasing route that is compliant with EU procurement law 
	consistent contractual terms with controlled local flexibility
	ongoing overall monitoring of framework suppliers’ performance (to complement customer monitoring during call-offs) 
	reassurance of arbitration in the case of conflicts 
	better value (economies of scale) from purchases through collaboration.
The ICT Services Framework Agreement lasts until 2014. It has been negotiated and set up by Becta. With Becta closing in March 2011, responsibility for the agreement will be transferred to the DfE (including the interests of the FE and skills sector and associated areas eligible to use it), where DfE will work with BIS, the department responsible for this sector.    
1.2.2	Why use a framework agreement?
Using a framework agreement cuts costs and time where the alternative is running a full EU-compliant (OJEU) procurement process. Various steps necessary in an OJEU procurement can be omitted or greatly simplified where an EU-compliant framework agreement is used, including for example: drafting and publishing an OJEU call for competition; preparing the pre-qualification questionnaire and evaluation model and the draft contract; and drafting and publishing an award notice.  The removal of the pre-qualification stage in particular can represent a very significant saving in terms of the effort required. The OJEU steps which are necessary even using an EU-compliant framework (such as preparing the invitation to tender, evaluating the tenders, preparing the contract and debriefing the suppliers) must be carried out rigorously whether or not a framework is being used. The process is eased somewhat by the experience of the suppliers participating, which will be familiar with the procurement process. 
1.3	Vision and strategy for technology in learning
1.3.1	Developing a vision and strategy 
Most customers will already have a vision and strategy, which is regularly reviewed and updated, for how technology is used to support teaching, learning and management within their organisations. If they are about to purchase new technology or to upgrade their existing technology, they should consider how it will further the aims they already have and how it will fit into or complement what they already have. 
Where customers do not have a vision and strategy, they are advised to develop these before undertaking any procurement.  
A technology strategy should continually evolve to support and enhance an organisation’s wider aims, taking into account developments in technology, practice and national policy.  The vision and the strategy which develops from it should not view the use of technology as an add-on, but rather as an essential underpinning in the organisation’s operation. In developing the vision it is important to address a wide range of questions such as:  
	how to develop a clear vision for the whole organisation, including learners, practitioners and support staff, senior management and governors
	how to ensure that the vision contributes to the organisation’s wider aims and aspirations
	how to involve the organisation’s local/sectoral community and/or partners
	how to use technology to support and enhance learning, teaching, management and administration
	how to use technology innovatively to impact on attainment, achievement, attendance etc in a cost effective way. 
1.3.2	Using Generator 
FE colleges and training providers can use the free technology leadership improvement tool, Generator, to develop, implement and review their strategies for technology. Other organisations may also find it helpful in some respects. Generator was specially developed by Becta for the FE and skills sector, with support from colleges and providers themselves and from other national agencies. Most colleges and many training providers and some other organisations have already registered with it.   From February 2011, responsibility for Generator will be transferred to the Learning and Skills Improvement Service (LSIS) (​http:​/​​/​www.lsis.org.uk​/​Pages​/​default.aspx​)
A customer’s ICT strategy should:
	be integral to whole-organisation planning
	take account of the organisation’s current state of development but also look to the longer term
	be based on a reliable and secure infrastructure
	recognise the importance of careful financial planning that takes account of all relevant costs and the impact on outcomes
	enable effective partnership working
	include a strategy for accurate, up-to-date and secure management information which is used effectively across the organisation.    
Generator supports whole organisational improvement, enabling colleges and providers to maximise the benefits of their investment in technology and achieve the greatest impact for learners. It facilitates reviews of the current use of technology, reflecting on the findings, identifying strengths and opportunities to improve and developing plans accordingly. 
Generator offers guides for informal adult learning, FE and skills and work-based learning providers; questions to help review an organisation's efficient use of resources; and case studies and evidence from the sector. 
Generator is available at http://www.generatorfeandskills.com/Default.aspx (​http:​/​​/​www.generatorfeandskills.com​/​Default.aspx​) 
1.3.3	Using consultants
Depending on the level of in-house expertise, customers may consider using external consultants.  Consultancy can be used to develop and achieve the vision and strategy for ICT, to provide in-depth advice on choosing the right technologies, and to supply procurement expertise. The Becta Consultancy Services Framework can be used to procure appropriate consultants. Details of this Framework, which can also be used by the FE and skills sector, are shown in Appendix 2 and at http://localauthorities.becta.org.uk/index.php?section=pf&catcode=ls_pict_05&rid=13177 (​http:​/​​/​localauthorities.becta.org.uk​/​index.php?section=pf&catcode=ls_pict_05&rid=13177​)  
1.4	Project management
Project management is an extremely important part of running any successful procurement.  In many instances, a project manager is likely to already be in place. JISC InfoNet offers useful guidance here: the project management checklist (​http:​/​​/​www.jiscinfonet.ac.uk​/​infokits​/​project-management​/​checklist​) and additional information (​http:​/​​/​www.jiscinfonet.ac.uk​/​search-results?cx=014822827137702348150%3A2inxthhasu0&cof=FORID%3A11&q=procurement&sa=Search" \l "816​)
2	Developing a statement of requirements
Customers should prepare a statement of requirements (SOR) setting out the specific outcomes to be delivered through the procurement exercise. This should be written at the start and reviewed throughout the life of the project. Here are some suggestions for preparing an SOR.
	Wherever possible, customers should not specify needs in terms of specific technical requirements such as computer processor speeds or storage space. Rather they should outline the functional outcomes required (sometimes called ‘output specifications’), based on their organisation’s vision and strategy for technology. For example, when purchasing mobile computers, the SOR should reflect the applications and uses to which they will be put, such as “must be suitable for teachers and trainers to transport on a frequent basis”. This would suggest to the tenderers that a small form factor laptop or netbook is a likely solution, but would not rule out ultra-light, larger screen laptops or tablet PCs if these are suitable for the application.
	Customers should make clear which elements are ‘required’ (i.e. solutions must have this attribute) and which are desirable or optional (i.e. nice to have, but not at high additional cost).
	Customers should include a level of detail appropriate for the procurement. For example, when purchasing equipment to integrate with existing infrastructure, systems and software, details of existing equipment and functional specifications should be included. 
	Customers should show how the technology solution proposed by tenderers should support their organisation’s vision and strategy for the developing use of technology.
	Where electrical or building work is being carried out by third parties, the scope of this work should be included. For example, tenderers need to know whether they have to allow in their costs for the provision of electrical or network points or furniture or air conditioning. 
Section 2.3 Functional requirements below includes more help in this area. Guidance on output specification on the Partnerships for Schools website archive may also help in developing the statement of requirements, although it is written in the context of schools. http://www.partnershipsforschools.org.uk/library/bsf_standard_docs.jsp#ICTDocuments (​http:​/​​/​www.partnershipsforschools.org.uk​/​library​/​bsf_standard_docs.jsp#ICTDocuments​) 
2.1	Value for money
Value for money (VfM) is clearly integral to any procurement.  Further guidance on this is at Appendix 1. 

2.2	Developing a service level agreement
Guidance on service level agreements (SLAs) can be found on Appendix 1.

2.3	Functional requirements and technical principles 
The use of ICT in colleges and training providers is increasingly seen as integral to teaching, learning and management, rather than as a ‘nice-to-have’ add-on. But technologies must be well-designed and maintained in order to meet the needs of learners, teachers, managers and administrators. The technical infrastructure, applications and services – collectively described as the ‘infrastructure technologies’ - must therefore be reliable, secure and effective. As technology advances and needs change, new and flexible ways to secure this must be considered. 
Organisations planning procurement must consider their functional requirements, that is, the specific functions to be supported by technology. No matter how technology evolves, organisational  infrastructures and services must always be based on the needs of the people using them. Learners and practitioners, for example, need easy access to high quality resources and managers and administrators need ICT resources that allow them to work efficiently and effectively.  A good way to work out the functional requirements is to ask the people most concerned what they need and to develop these into a series of ‘user statements’. How many and which users are asked depend upon the circumstances of the organisation. Typically, users include: teaching staff; support staff (including managers and administrators); and learners.  JISC InfoNet offers useful guidance on developing functional requirements (​http:​/​​/​www.jiscinfonet.ac.uk​/​InfoKits​/​system-selection​/​ss-define-1.3​) and an example (​http:​/​​/​www.jiscinfonet.ac.uk​/​InfoKits​/​system-selection​/​ss-define-1.4​)
Customers are increasingly using applications such as virtualisation and cloud computing, hosted outside their organisation. Most of the technical principles can also be applied in these cases, where there is an even more pressing need for clarity about levels of service and interoperability.  
Technical principles, where appropriate, should be underpinned by open technical standards and specifications incorporating the work of organisations such as British Standards Institution (​http:​/​​/​www.bsi-global.com​)  and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (​http:​/​​/​standards.ieee.org​).  Implementing requirements to known and specified standards is the best way, and in many cases the only way, to ensure that an infrastructure can evolve and expand in a sustainable and coherent way. A standards-based approach will also help to ensure interoperability between different ICT systems within and between organisations. This is very important as learners increasingly attend, say, a school and college for different aspects of their study. Systems need to be based around the learner, not the provider.  
3	Legal requirements 
Whatever their reason for procurement, customers must follow government procurement policy. This is to buy the goods and services needed through a fair and open process, seeking to secure value for public funds, with due regard to propriety and regularity. This applies to the whole process, from identifying the need to purchase, through supplier selection and contracting, to the delivery of the required goods or services. Government procurement policy is regulated by the Office of Government Commerce (OGC), which publishes guidance on all aspects of procurement at: http://www.ogc.gov.uk/procurement_-_the_bigger_picture_policy_and_standards_framework.asp (​http:​/​​/​www.ogc.gov.uk​/​procurement_-_the_bigger_picture_policy_and_standards_framework.asp​)
3.1	High-level guidance on EU procurement regulations
3.1.1	Guidance on framework agreements
Customers must also have due regard for EU procurement policies. OGC guidance on framework agreements in the procurement regulations Jan 2006 can be found here. http://www.ogc.gov.uk/documents/guide_framework_agreements.pdf (​http:​/​​/​www.ogc.gov.uk​/​documents​/​guide_framework_agreements.pdf​) 
3.1.2	Procurement policy and application of EU rules 
OGC guidance on the application of EU rules is at: 
http://www.ogc.gov.uk/procurement_policy_and_practice_procurement_policy_and_application_of_eu_rules.asp (​http:​/​​/​www.ogc.gov.uk​/​procurement_policy_and_practice_procurement_policy_and_application_of_eu_rules.asp​)








4	ICT services framework agreement   
4.1	Key points to consider
4.1.1	Lots
The ICT Services Framework Agreement is split into two ‘lots’ to reflect different needs. Suppliers were invited to bid for either or both lots, and were awarded agreements based on their ability to deliver the required level. Customers have to:
	decide which lot their project falls under, and
	determine which suppliers are approved for that lot and to invite suppliers accordingly.
Suppliers may only provide services for projects within the lot for which they are approved. It is not possible to run a procurement exercise across both lots. Suppliers know this, and should one attempt to be included in a ‘mini-competition’ covering a lot for which it is not approved, this should be resisted and reported to the framework contract manager at Becta or, when Becta closes, at the DfE.
The first lot focuses on infrastructure and mobile/bundled connectivity services, enabling organisations to buy these core services individually or in combination.
The second lot focuses on ‘ICT service integrators’ (ISI) for all ICT services, and is intended for organisations needing a supplier to pull together and manage a supply chain to cover all of their requirements. ISIs are defined as third party organisations having lead responsibility, through their own in-house capability and/or supply chain arrangements, for providing, customising, integrating and maintaining all, multiple or single elements of the four broad ICT core services: 
	Infrastructure services: this covers all aspects of local area networking provision, the capability to provide the full end-to-end technology for delivering Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), and software as a service (SaaS), as part of secure, managed and scalable solutions.
	Connectivity services: it is optional for suppliers to provide mobile broadband services through the framework to support / complement existing fixed-line broadband connectivity and any future need for mobile or home internet use by learners or teachers. Some end users will have fixed-line broadband connectivity procured by other means (e.g. JANET), and it is therefore out of scope of this framework agreement. It is anticipated that suppliers may be able to offer this element in the future as the market develops, and will be able to add it to their portfolios.
	Learning services: this covers the integration of learning platforms, either as a single learning platform product / service or as a component in an integrated solution. There is emphasis on ensuring that these services can share information with the customer’s management information system (MIS).
	Data services: this covers MIS systems (likely to be a very broad range of applications for FE including finance, HR, payroll, estates management, CRM, timetabling, registers etc), either as a single product / service or as a component in an integrated solution. Again, there is an emphasis on ensuring that these services can share information with (at a minimum) learning platform services.
Service integrators are demonstrably conversant in common services such as the single sign-on that help in the integration of services and in interoperability models such as the Systems Interoperability Framework.
Suppliers in both lots will, where necessary, provide inclusive technology and / or make services accessible to all users with specific requirements.
The agreement emphasises supplying all services in an environmentally sustainable manner by employing sound practices and by making best use of green technologies and services such as virtualisation.
4.1.2	How to decide which lot to use
A typical example under lot 1 might be:
	local infrastructure to one or several organisations, including network cabling, switching equipment and wireless networking
	client devices and server equipment and, where necessary, remotely hosted servers and related services such as remote and virtual desktops, as well as ‘thin client’ solutions 
	integrating services and products with existing legacy equipment and new third party-provided equipment
	full training and support as required for all equipment and services.
A typical example under lot 2 would include any or all of the above and also:
	integrated user access to multiple services, for example, a full identity management solution such as single or simplified sign-on services to manage user accounts for learners, teachers, managers and partner organisations, including other providers where learners study at more than one 
	providing and integrating systems to enable data to be shared between services.
4.2	How to use the ICT Services Framework 
4.2.1	Running a mini-competition – standard approach
A mini-competition is a simplified procurement procedure to award or call-off a contract under a framework agreement. Customers do not have to go through the full EU Directive procedure, although they must ensure that nothing is done which is discriminatory or improper or which distorts competition (see section 3).  
The EU Remedies Directive, which became law in 2009, encourages greater transparency in procurement and gives suppliers rights to challenge the process and seek remedies in the case of a breach. The main changes from earlier practice are an enhanced notice of award and a stronger (usually ten days) ‘stand-still’ period following notification of the successful tenderer, to allow for any challenges before concluding the contract.  Whilst these changes are not mandatory for ‘call-off’ contracts under a framework agreement, it is strongly recommended that they are undertaken as good practice to eliminate the risk of challenge and the contract being subject to the remedy of ‘ineffectiveness’ (i.e. contract cancellation).  
Further information on the European Procurement Directives (including the EU Remedies Directive) can be found here:
http://www.ogc.gov.uk/procurement_policy_and_application_of_eu_rules_european_procurement_directives.asp (​http:​/​​/​www.ogc.gov.uk​/​procurement_policy_and_application_of_eu_rules_european_procurement_directives.asp​)
These are the processes necessary in a mini-competition:
	identifying needs
	assessing costs
	undertaking ‘market soundings’ (see section 4.3.1) - optional
	issuing an expression of interest - optional
	drafting an invitation to tender (specification of requirements)
	issuing an invitation to tender (ITT) to all eligible suppliers on the framework 
	allowing sufficient time for response 
	issuing any clarifications to all bidders
	evaluating the tenders
	choosing the most economically advantageous tender
	notifying and debriefing unsuccessful suppliers
	applying a stand-still period
	awarding the contract.
4.2.1	Identifying needs
The importance of a statement of requirements and functional requirements is discussed above. Customers need to be very clear on what they want technology for, and that it meets needs, including learners’.  They need to think about budgets, timescales, the need to pilot any new systems, initial and continuing support and much else. They may want to use Generator, the leadership improvement tool for the FE sector (section 1.3.2 above), to plan what they need and why. They may want to engage consultants, and may use the Consultancy Services Framework (​http:​/​​/​localauthorities.becta.org.uk​/​index.php?section=pf&catcode=ls_pict_05​) to find consultants with the right skills and experience. 
4.2.2		Assessing costs
Customers should compare the cost of their existing ICT infrastructure and services and any new equipment, systems or services. Many ICT costs in education and skills are hidden by poor ICT management practices, such as user self-support and inefficient helpdesks. An assessment of costs will help customers work out whether they can:
	complete their plans for ICT without infrastructure services 
	manage existing ICT over the next few years 
	manage the cost of training staff 
	provide effective technical support to the standards of the Framework for ICT Technical Support (FITS) (​http:​/​​/​localauthorities.becta.org.uk​/​index.php?section=ft​) (http://www.thefitsfoundation.org (​http:​/​​/​www.thefitsfoundation.org​)).
 When an organisation has calculated the cost of its current ICT, it can:
	assess suppliers’ quotes and identify hidden costs 
	identify the impact of specific products and services on the overall cost 
	compare ICT objectives and costs with the available funding.
The ICT Investment Planner (​http:​/​​/​schools.becta.org.uk​/​index.php?section=lv&catcode=ss_lv_bud_fp_03&rid=10964​) can help in such an exercise, although it is written specifically for schools.
4.2.3		Issuing an expression of interest
Running a mini-competition under the framework agreement may still be onerous, for example if there are a lot of suppliers. Whilst the regulations state that the mini-competition should be held with all those suppliers capable of meeting the particular need, customers are allowed to gauge the interest of suppliers before running the mini-competition by using an expression of interest (EOI) form.  Becta has designed an EOI form for this purpose (Appendix 3 ICT services - expression of interest form). It provides suppliers with a summary of essential information so they can choose whether or not to respond, and it is normally accompanied by an output specification / statement of requirement. If used correctly, this process can reduce the administrative burden on both customers and suppliers while ensuring compliance with EU procurement legislation.
The more information provided on the EOI form, the better the supplier will understand. If clarification is sought by any supplier, the question and answer must be provided, without identifying the questioner, to all other participating suppliers to ensure fairness and equal treatment. 
Under no circumstances can the subsequent ITT differ in the information provided from that in the EOI. Suppliers which have declined to participate on the basis of the EOI may mount a successful challenge where the requirement significantly changes between the two stages. Examples of a ‘significant’ change could be a delayed time frame, or an increase or decrease in requirements. Small changes, such as a few days’ delay or a proportionately small change to the requirements, should not pose problems.
Customers should give a date for responses, taking into account the complexity of the requirement. Unrealistically tight deadlines are likely to compromise fair and open competition, may result in poor VfM and may bring a challenge from a dissatisfied supplier.
4.2.4		Drafting an invitation to tender
In drafting an ITT, it is important to avoid being unfairly restrictive. All the framework suppliers have been evaluated for their capability to provide a range of high quality services. Emphasising a specific technology rather than taking a functional approach will disadvantage those which might be able to offer alternatives at equal or better value for money. Restricting competition unfairly not only leads to less choice, but may attract legal challenges from suppliers.
The ITT must specify what the new equipment or service is expected to do, what the desired outcomes are and how purchases will work alongside existing equipment. In addition, customers should set out the minimum specification they would consider. This gives suppliers responsibility for suggesting which solution best meets needs. As discussed elsewhere, there is no need for customers to set out a highly technical specification. The statement of requirements is the most effective way of doing this.  JISC InfoNet offers guidance on this (​http:​/​​/​www.jiscinfonet.ac.uk​/​InfoKits​/​system-selection​/​ss-define-1.4​). 
4.2.5	Issuing an invitation to tender 
Procurement law states that those using the framework must: ‘consult in writing (invite to tender) all the economic operators (framework suppliers) capable of performing the contract and invite them within a specified time limit to submit a tender in writing for each specific contract to be awarded’. The aim of the legislation is to ensure that competition remains fair and open at all times. When issuing an ITT under a mini-competition, the detailed award evaluation criteria and sub-criteria, scoring schemes and weightings must be made available to bidders.
4.2.6	Allowing sufficient time for response 
The ITT will give the time and date on which customers expect to receive tenders. The date set needs to allow suppliers adequate time to understand the requirements and to prepare a meaningful, costed proposal. An unreasonable timescale could lead to a challenge on the grounds of preventing competition, as well as making it much more difficult to demonstrate that VfM has been achieved.
4.2.7	Issuing clarifications to all bidders
If the requirement is complex and/or likely to require any clarification, customers should build in time for suppliers to ask questions and receive answers. It is important to remember that these questions and answers should be circulated to all participating suppliers, but with the identity of the questioner withheld. Customers should not under-estimate the time needed. Two to three weeks is not unusual even for relatively straightforward projects and on more complicated projects, suppliers may need extensive clarification on points of detail, taking even more time, once they have seen relevant documents.
4.2.8	Evaluating suppliers
When evaluating responses, it is important to:
	ensure fair and equal treatment of all bidders 
	make the evaluation methodology transparent 
	keep records confidential, secure and auditable 
	allow enough time to evaluate each bid
	be aware that disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (FOI) may be requested and granted.
It is particularly important to consider bidders’ focus on the context of learning:
	asking them to demonstrate against a predetermined set of scenarios (including the most challenging aspects for the particular organisation) can be an effective way to assess their responsiveness
	service levels should be an important part of the discussion, particularly if the solution is complex and facilitates complex organisational change over a period of time 
	bids should inform customers about how to get the best from the solution. 
Suppliers should be invited to present any features over and above the core requirements of the framework agreement] which may provide significant benefits, and to provide basic training and support to allow customers to fully evaluate the technical solutions proposed in the bids.
Customers do not need to evaluate suppliers’ technical or service capacity. The framework suppliers have all been successfully verified through a rigorous evaluation for:
	their service capability against the Framework for ICT Technical Support (FITS) (​http:​/​​/​localauthorities.becta.org.uk​/​index.php?section=ft​)
	their technical capacity against Becta's technical and functional specifications (​http:​/​​/​localauthorities.becta.org.uk​/​index.php?section=pf&catcode=ls_pict_01​).
Suppliers are legally bound to the service order (or contract) terms of the framework and these should not be subject to change if the customer decides to call off services under the framework. Local needs should be addressed within the schedules. When a local call off contract is awarded as a resulting outcome of a mini-competition, it is important to adhere to the Office of Government Commerce (OGC) framework agreements guidance (​http:​/​​/​www.ogc.gov.uk​/​documents​/​guide_framework_agreements.pdf​). 
See http://www.ogc.gov.uk/documents/OGC_Guidance_on_Framework_AgreementsSept_08.pdf (​http:​/​​/​www.ogc.gov.uk​/​documents​/​OGC_Guidance_on_Framework_AgreementsSept_08.pdf​) 
In order to comply with EU regulations, customers must use the same high–level evaluation criteria in mini-competitions under this framework, as were used by Becta to create the framework itself (see the table below).  Customers are free to weight the emphasis on different criteria to suit local needs, but the criteria themselves must not be changed. These weightings should be clear and unambiguous in the ITT. 
ICT Services Framework Agreement – evaluation criteria for mini-competitions
Criteria	Weighting (%)	Test area
Educational transformation		Meets customer requirements, enables educational transformation, innovation
Value for money		Pricing methodology, delivery of value for money
Service transfer		To or from a provider as applicable
Contract management		Structure, process, provision of management information
Risk management		Managing service risks
Data management		Provision of data management & security; meeting appropriate standards
Supply chain		Integration of design, delivery, and suitability of supply chain
Technical compliance		Suppliers have been practically evaluated in their ability to provide solutions that meet specific technical requirements and open standards, covering local area networking, centrally hosted services, and for lot 2 suppliers, the integration of learning platforms and management information systems. 
Technical design		Suppliers have been practically evaluated in their ability to design and deliver innovative solutions covering local area networking, centrally hosted services, and for lot 2 suppliers, the integration of learning platforms and management information systems.
Training		Suppliers have been evaluated in their ability to manage and deliver high quality training within an educational environment
Environmental sustainability		Suppliers have demonstrated that they have adequate business processes in place to reduce the impact of the services they deliver, and that they have the ability to provide detailed energy usage and carbon information to customers about the solutions they provide
Quality		Quality processes, e.g. continual improvement     
There is further guidance on this in Appendix 4. 
4.2.9	Awarding the contract
To award a contract customers have to:
	choose the most economically advantageous tender 
	notify and debrief unsuccessful suppliers 
	notify the successful supplier.
4.2.9.1	Choosing the most economically advantageous tender
In a change to previous practice, public procurement regulations now draw a distinction between the selection and award stages of procurement and the criteria which must be applied at each stage. Criteria such as supplier capability and experience must not be used at the award stage, which considers the merits of the eligible tenders in order to assess the most economically advantageous. The framework agreement has been designed to comply with these changes, but the regulations state that customers running mini-competitions or call-offs must also maintain the distinction or run the risk of infraction proceedings.  
EU regulations state that customers shall ‘award each contract to the economic operator which has submitted the best tender on the basis of the award criteria specified in the contract documents based on the framework agreement’. This means that customers can select the tender which gives the best long-term VfM, which may not necessarily be the cheapest option, but the award must be consistent with the criteria and weightings that have been used. 
Once the successful tender has been chosen, customers will need to inform all those who bid.  
4.2.9.2	Applying a stand-still period and dealing with unsuccessful suppliers
Recent remedies regulations applying to contracts awarded from 20 December 2009 give stronger remedies to aggrieved suppliers in the event of any breaches to procurement rules, introducing the possibility that contracts can be rendered ineffective by a court (i.e. overturned by court order).  For significant call-offs (with a value in excess of £156,442) arranged under frameworks negotiated by Becta, customers are strongly advised to apply a stand-still period of at least ten days before entering into contract. This will give protection from an ineffectiveness order. The potential degree of inconvenience caused by a stand-still period is relatively modest. 
Unsuccessful bidders should be promptly notified of the outcome and be given a comprehensive debriefing in accordance with the new rules, as they will want to understand why their bid was not accepted and to correct and improve their performance in the future. The formal notification should include the criteria for the award of the contract, the name of the winning bidder, the scores of the winning bidder and that of the bidder addressed and an outline of the reasons for the decision, including the characteristics and relative advantages of the successful tender. 
The regulations require the customer to provide specific and individualised feedback to each bidder.  It is not necessary to have a formal or face-to-face debriefing session but a face-to-face meeting is probably good practice.
4.2.9.3	Notifying the successful supplier
Customers must formally notify the successful supplier, receive a formal acceptance of the order and then establish a payment mechanism and arrangement for monitoring the agreed service levels. Ideally the service level agreement should be tied into the payment regime.
4.2.10	 Do’s and don’ts for ICT services mini-competitions
This list has been compiled from general feedback in using framework agreements and specific issues highlighted in running mini-competitions. It is not exhaustive and should not be used as a formal checklist for a mini-competition. If customers are unclear about any item on the list or have a different specific issue, they should contact the framework contract manager at Becta/the DfE for clarity or refer to their own legal counsel as appropriate. 
Do:
	decide which lot is the most appropriate to use
	develop the statement of requirements in functional terms 
	specify realistic levels of service and understand a customer’s responsibilities throughout 
	invite all suppliers within the appropriate lot of the framework, using an EOI, if appropriate, to reduce the number 
	award to the supplier offering best VfM based on the award criteria detailed above
	vary the weighting of the criteria to suit local priorities 
	allow sufficient time for a full and professionally prepared response from suppliers
	treat all participating suppliers fairly and equally throughout the entire competition process
	issue timely clarifications to questions and publish them to all participants
	use output/outcome-based specifications, to open up competition and encourage innovation
	take account of any accessibility and / or inclusion requirements
	use the service order terms applicable to the framework, which have been already agreed by each supplier and which transfer risks to them
	be prepared to give detailed and constructive feedback to unsuccessful suppliers
	involve key individuals and stakeholders as appropriate in the process 
	be aware that peak times (e.g. September) may affect suppliers’ ability to respond rapidly.
Don’t:
	use brand names, specific technologies, processor speeds etc (if this is unavoidable, use terms like ‘or equivalent’ to ensure fair competition)
	over-specify levels of service as this may give poor VfM
	aim the specification at a particular supplier or their product range
	arbitrarily choose a reduced number of suppliers to receive tenders
	create specifications that are unfairly restrictive
	treat any supplier differently from the others
	run a further selection procedure, based on technical ability, financial standing etc. Such considerations were fully explored in the setting up the framework agreement itself, and there is no need to repeat it in a mini-competition. However, as a company’s financial standing may change over time, due diligence should include a check on its current financial standing, e.g. by using a credit checking organisation such as Dun & Bradstreet or similar, immediately prior to the award of a contract
	re-negotiate basic terms or substantively change the specification used in setting up the framework. Acceptable additional terms might be:
	particular delivery timescales
	particular invoicing arrangements and payment profiles
	additional security needs.
4.3		Complex mini-competitions
Some requirements may be particularly complex and difficult to specify. In such cases, it can pay to have discussions with suppliers, before going out to competition, to clarify what is required and to determine the range of possible solutions. Whilst EU regulations do not permit dialogue during mini-competitions under a framework agreement, the mini-competition rules do allow for a market sounding. Dialogue in advance of a mini-competition cannot match a full competitive dialogue, but there is sufficient scope to refine requirements and to reduce the numbers of bidders.
4.3.1	Guidance on a market sounding
Under a framework agreement customers may take market soundings prior to any formal mini-competition. There are no restrictions on the format such as written enquiries, face to face meetings etc. If a customer decides through these initial discussions that the solutions available under the framework appear to be suitable, it can then run a mini-competition with all of the framework suppliers that are ‘capable of performing the proposed contract’. The mini-competition would be run in the usual way. Customers should note, however, that it is possible in the mini-competition to conduct an iterative process so that the technical solutions and commercial contractual aspects of the tender are separated.  Under this approach, the customer would receive proposed technical solutions at an early stage and would evaluate these first, with only those contractors that stand a realistic chance of winning the overall mini-competition being invited to submit the contractual / commercial aspects of the tenders. Where a market sounding of any kind is undertaken, it is important for customers to document the process and the outcomes of the dialogue.  
4.4	Contract duration
The ICT Services Framework Agreement will be for a maximum term of four years with the option to terminate after three. Call-off contracts let under the framework may be up to a maximum period of ten years with a break clause after five years. Call-off contracts may be awarded at any time up to the framework’s termination date, providing the contract is signed before the termination. 
5	Contract management  
This section is primarily intended for large, service-based contracts which require managing via:
	carrying out performance monitoring 
	holding periodic reviews 
	preparing for contract renewal.
The degree to which customers do these tasks will depend on the complexity of the contract.
5.1.1	Carrying out performance monitoring
Performance monitoring should be based on an agreed set of key performance indicators.
5.1.2	Holding periodic reviews
Customers should arrange for regular reviews with the service supplier, to identify concerns early or to acknowledge satisfactory performance. 
5.1.3	Preparing for contract renewal
Well before the end of the contract, customers may need to prepare for the next period. Under EU legislation customers cannot renew a contract with an existing supplier without competition. This competition must include all of the ‘economic operators capable of performing the contract and invite them within a specified time limit to submit a tender in writing for each specific contract to be awarded’.




Appendix 1: Value for money
Note: This appendix offers basic, easy-to-use guidance to help them assess VfM in the area of ICT services on a step by step basis, particularly in the context of framework agreements. It is based on general principles but allows for local judgements. It looks at VfM through, for example, defining needs, identifying and appraising options, service level agreements (SLAs) etc, but does not cover the specific considerations that individual customers should build into their contracts with suppliers. It should be used in conjunction with the procurement advice given above in the main part of this guidance. 
Executive summary
VfM is about an organisation obtaining the maximum benefit from goods or services, depending on its resources and expectations. It is a focused assessment based on the ‘3 Es’: economy, efficiency and effectiveness. It is essential in all public sector transactions. VfM should be based on a long term view of a wide number of factors such as need, demand, quality and benefits, rather than simply on price, and should be monitored throughout the life of a product or service. Where poor performance is identified, it must be addressed, to ensure continuing VfM.  
Introduction
VfM is the term used to assess whether or not an organisation is getting the maximum benefit from the goods and services it acquires and/or provides, within the resources available to it and measured against its expectations. Making a VfM assessment relies on the ‘3 Es’: economy, efficiency and effectiveness. Achieving VfM is a fundamental responsibility in the public sector, including of course in the education and skills sectors and on the purchase of technology. 
The emphasis within VfM has evolved through the years, from a focus on competition, through encompassing quality and service improvement, to achieving efficiencies and, most recently, to addressing equity and sustainability. 
The OGC, which oversees procurement in the public sector, defines VfM as: ‘...buying the product or service with the lowest whole life costs that is ‘fit for purpose’ and meets specification. Where an item is chosen that does not have the lowest whole life costs, then the additional ‘value added’ benefit must be clear and justifiable’. In addition to this, customers are likely to have their own criteria for assessing VfM and will in any case need to be mindful of the broader economic context and their own financial position.
Assessing and measuring VfM can be difficult. Some elements, such as quality and sustainability, may be subjective, difficult to measure, intangible and easy to misunderstand. Value may take many years to be achieved. What is VfM for one organisation may not be for another. What is VfM at one point in time may not be later. Good, informed judgement is therefore necessary when considering whether VfM has been achieved or not, and how it might be improved.
An introduction to value for money in the context of ICT services 
The ‘3 Es’ – economy, efficiency and effectiveness – can be defined thus: 
	Economy means minimising the costs of resources, having regard to the appropriate quality. So, for example, would it be more economical/cheaper for an organisation to purchase ICT services collaboratively with others in a similar position rather than purchasing individually?
	Efficiency relates to the relationship between outputs (goods, services or other results) and the resources used to produce them (including resources which may be outside the specific contract such as the customer’s own staff time. 
	Effectiveness is the extent to which objectives have been achieved and the relationship between intended and actual outcomes. So, for example: did the use of an external service supplier improve the standard as anticipated, or was the standard maintained but with less monitoring on the part of an organisation’s managers?
VfM therefore not only measures the cost but also takes into account the mix of quality, cost, resource use, fitness for purpose, timeliness and convenience. The option that provides the best VfM is that offering the optimal mix. It is not automatically the lowest cost option. Benchmarks and rules of thumb can be helpful, but customers need to think about the principles of VfM in relation to their particular needs and then use these to appraise the available options. It is also important to consider other factors which will affect decisions, such as the political direction or established practice or the particular financial requirements of any option. It is possible that the solution which offers the best VfM may not be culturally, politically acceptable or financially possible. 
Achieving value for money
Here are some factors to take into consideration in thinking about VfM.  
Does the option under consideration:
	do what is expected and requested?
	reduce costs (e.g. labour, equipment, repairs and updates) for the same level of output or service as previously delivered? 
	reduce the amount of resource needed (e.g. people, property assets, materials) for the same level of output or service as previously delivered? 
	deliver greater outputs with improved quality (e.g. extra service or productivity) for the same cost as previously?
	deliver proportionally more output or service, or improved quality in return for a marginal increase in resources?
How does the value of the goods or services in question contribute to the required outcomes by, for example:
	contributing to the strategic priorities and vision of an organisation?
	meeting identified demand and having the potential for scalability? 
	delivering appropriate quality services and support?
	meeting the needs of learners, staff and managers?
	making financial savings (by preventing escalating need or reducing the cost of provision)?
Answers to questions like this enable customers to look at VfM holistically.

Not thinking about these issues can undermine the achievement of objectives and services. The benefit of VfM analysis is that it enables customers to put what really matters to them at the forefront of their decision-making. The anticipated benefits of the options can be compared in the light of costs, risks and needs. 
Defining needs
Customers need to be able to assess the degree to which a service will support their provision and to define that for potential contractors.  This includes knowing the scope, scale and impact of what they need, both now and in the future. A clear description of needs will let them evaluate initial options and, beyond that, quotations, tenders, service level agreements or supplier specifications.   
When defining the needs it is important to consider, for example:
	frequency of delivery of the service, upgrades and so forth
	deadlines for service delivery, maintenance and repairs
	the range of services to be provided (and balanced with any in-house services) 
	the required level of performance
	health and safety requirements
	environmental considerations   
	operational efficiency improvements.
Identifying options and option appraisal
Once the needs have been identified, customers can consider the options available.  The costs and benefits of each option should be compared, in terms of benefits and risks, on a like for like basis over the life of the solution. 
The comparison of benefits across options can be difficult and it may help to categorise them as cashable (e.g. cost reduction or cost avoidance) or non-cashable (e.g. improved performance. Non-cashable benefits can be quantitative, e.g. increased attainment; or qualitative, e.g. environmental impact or behavioural change).
Similarly, it can be difficult to quantify the risks inherent in options. If they can not be quantified in terms of financial impact, then they should be compared, in so far as possible, on a like for like basis, possibly using a risk register or through non-financial risk ratings. The understanding of the risks associated with a particular option can have a major impact of its acceptability, perhaps more so than the predicted benefits.
When evaluating VfM it is important to think about benefits and risks that accrue throughout the life of the project. Customers need reliable data on the capital and operational costs of products or services and a full picture of the direct and indirect costs involved. In addition to the cost of the asset or service, it is important to consider, for example: staff costs; training costs for staff and users; cost and implications of failure or outage (planned and unplanned); security costs; and hosting and storage costs.
Service level agreements and value for money
An SLA is a formal written contract or agreement which commits the supplier or service provider to a level of performance based on agreed criteria and measures and depending on need and affordability. It is possible for a legally binding contract to come into existence based on oral statements or even the behaviour of the parties, but good practice requires a written agreement. A good SLA should: clearly define the required level of service for each customer; incentivise the supplier; clearly set out the implications for poor performance; benchmark services over time through performance data; and facilitate an ongoing assessment of VfM.  Where an SLA is poorly defined or applied, it can lead to poor supplier performance (perceived or actual), loss of trust, reduced commitment, misunderstandings and, ultimately, failure to realise the hoped-for and planned benefits of the procurement. 
Here are some do’s and don’ts in developing an SLA.
Do	Don’t
Understand organisational and personal goals on the supplier’s side	Set unrealistic targets
Formalise responsibilities in delivering KPIs as specifically as possible	Hold the supplier to task over measures which cannot be monitored
Relate KPIs to strategic objectives from the agreement	Create unnecessary KPIs that will not contribute materially to the successful delivery of the services and intended benefits. The  number of measures to be monitored is inversely proportionate to the ease of monitoring and managing them
Engage the supplier early to understand their needs, strengths and weaknesses	Focus KPIs entirely on one management / service area (e.g. technical service delivery)
Ask “will we have exactly the service we want if (and only if) all KPIs are met?”	Change the scope of requirements without consulting the supplier through an appropriate process
Identify the Critical Success Factors deemed essential in the delivery of this service	

Once an SLA has been developed with the supplier, the customer should also look to embed good practice in the way performance is monitored. 
Do	Don’t
Clarify with the supplier how KPIs will be monitored, how frequently and in what forum they will be discussed	Focus entirely on penalties and the ‘stick’ approach to performance management
Recognise and reward partnership behaviours	Discuss performance with the supplier only when it’s bad news
Focus resources on improving performance in a collaborative way	Allow repeated failure against an indicator to fester – agree rectification plans where needed
Reduce scrutiny of monitoring where performance is high, and increase it in problem areas	Monitor KPIs in isolation – joint performance management is key to partnership
Monitor groups of KPIs with differing frequency as required (daily / weekly / monthly / quarterly / annually)	Underestimate the job of data extraction, cleansing and reporting, and plan / invest accordingly

Measuring and monitoring performance
Performance measures should be developed to act as a clear link between what is required and what is actually achieved. KPIs or other metrics should be built into any contract or SLA so that ongoing VfM can be measured and enforced. KPIs need to be clearly defined and relevant.  When considering performance measures, the following questions should be asked:
	Are key financial and operating targets in place?
	Do the KPIs cover all aspects of the quality of the ICT services important to the customer?
	Is the necessary information available to monitor the KPIs?
	What will happen if issues or poor performance are highlighted?
	Is there an independent inspection of performance? Is one required?
	Do performance measures allow for ongoing innovation and continuous improvement?
	How will performance by monitored and evaluated?
All agreements should include sufficient incentives for suppliers to maintain performance standards and penalties for customers to enforce if required. Such measures inevitably involve the allocation of risk between the two parties so the level of risk acceptable to the customer needs to be considered when developing the KPIs and related incentives and penalties.




Appendix 2 - ICT Services Consultancy Services Framework  
The Consultancy Services Framework began in June 2009 and continues until May 2013. Full guidance can be found at: http://localauthorities.becta.org.uk/index.php?section=pf&catcode=ls_pict_05&rid=13174 (​http:​/​​/​localauthorities.becta.org.uk​/​index.php?section=pf&catcode=ls_pict_05&rid=13174​)       
Under the terms of the agreement, customers must invite all suppliers on the framework to participate in a mini-competition, although responses, which should outline high-level requirements, may produce a shorter ‘expressions of interest’ list in tendering.
The Consultancy Services Framework can be used, for example, to help organisations collaborate in the procurement of equipment or services; or to support extensive rebuilding or refurbishment which leads to major investment in new ICT infrastructure; or where an organisation requires bespoke support to review its current ICT provision.
What can be bought from the Consultancy Services Framework?
Becta has awarded frameworks only to suppliers with the capability to provide all-round educational, technical and procurement consultancy services to facilitate the transformation of learning through ICT. The sections below outline the consultancy services available in these three key areas:
Educational use of ICT
Consultancy to help organisations develop a shared vision and to integrate ICT fully into teaching, learning and management, including specifying the infrastructure and equipment required and creating a statement of requirements. Services offered: 
	supporting the development of an ICT vision 
	developing a strategy to implement the vision
	supporting ICT development  
	helping to design and implement an initial ICT training plan and/or continuing professional development in ICT for staff 
	supporting the integration of effective, sustainable use of ICT into day-to-day learning, teaching, management and administration processes, including for example change management and workforce reform.


Technical implementation of ICT
Consultancy to manage the development of the statement of requirements into a fully implemented, commissioned and supported whole-organisation ICT system. Services offered:
	supporting the development of a functional specification, output-based specification or technical specification and statement of requirements in order to procure new or upgraded ICT infrastructure; ensuring the organisational relevance, feasibility, affordability and sustainability of the proposed ICT solution(s); advising on the technical support structures and processes needed to maintain the ICT systems 
	preparing ICT cost estimates and programmes of work, ensuring tight integration with any overall project plan and cost plan 
	when there are new buildings or considerable refurbishment, liaising with project architects, engineers, furniture and equipment consultants and other relevant professionals to ensure that the ICT system design is tightly integrated 
	supervising the implementation of any new ICT infrastructure, including agreeing snagging lists and overseeing snagging works.
ICT procurement
Consultancy to guide organisations through the specialist procurement process required when undergoing a major capital building or refurbishment and other major procurements of infrastructure, equipment and services. Services offered may include, but are not limited to, the following:
	reviewing specifications to ensure that they conform to OJEU (Official Journal of the European Union) regulations 
	drafting procurement documentation (including technical and commercial components of the contract) 
	evaluating tenders, producing summary documents and making recommendations 
	managing the contract negotiations and award of the contract.




Appendix 3 ICT services - expression of interest form
This EOI form is designed to be used in mini-competitions under the ICT services framework agreement. 
It provides suppliers with a summary of essential information so that they can choose whether or not to respond. An output specification document / statement of requirement should normally be attached. If used correctly, it can reduce the administrative burden on both customers and suppliers whilst ensuring compliance with EU procurement legislation.
The more information provided at this stage, the better the supplier will understand the requirement without the need for clarification. If any supplier does seek clarification, the question and answer must be provided, without identifying the questioner, to all other participating suppliers to ensure fairness and equal treatment throughout the process.
Under no circumstances can the subsequent ITT differ significantly from the EOI. suppliers which have declined to participate on the basis of the information given in the EOI may be able to mount a successful challenge where the requirement significantly changes between the two stages. Examples of a significant change are a delayed time frame or an increase or decrease in requirements. Small changes, such as a few days’ delay or a proportionately small change to the requirements, should not pose problems. 
Customers should give a date by which a response is required, taking account of the complexity of the requirement to enable suppliers to prepare their response appropriately. Unrealistically short deadlines are likely to compromise fair and open competition, may result in poor VfM and may be challenged. 
Please complete the details below and forward to all suppliers in the specific lot of the ICT Services Framework.
Expression of interest (EOI) form
This EOI is designed to be used in mini-competitions under the ICT Services Framework Agreement.










Please indicate the Lot under which you are inviting tenders (NB tick one box only):
Lot 1 
Lot 2
Please enter a brief description of the requirements. Please include essential information such as the scale of the project (e.g. number of establishments or seats), legacy equipment, etc, and / or attach a summary of your Statement of Requirements (SoR) 


This form is an expression of interest only; the full details of the project and the desired outcomes will be provided in an Invitation to Tender to the supplier(s) identified from this expression of interest. But please remember that any changes following this stage must be insignificant. Any change of scope or requirements will need a further Expression of Interest form.
Response details:
Please enter the details of how you want suppliers to respond to this Expression of Interest.






Appendix 4 Evaluation of tenderers
The following show how successful tenderers have demonstrated, in their responses to  invitations to tender, their ability in each of the areas evaluated in the ICT Services Framework One procurement process. 
Educational transformation
Meeting customer requirements
Successful tenderers demonstrated specific education sector challenges and defined appropriate, easy to use solutions to them.
Enabling educational transformation (in conjunction with Presentation)
Successful tenderers demonstrated many examples of how their proposed solution was designed to take the whole establishment on an educational transformation journey through the process of change management, continuous professional development and the potential impacts of ICT on learner attainment and liberating personalised learning.
Providing innovative solutions (in conjunction with Presentation)
Successful tenderers included several references to proposed innovative technology and how they would be used in an educational context, with emphasis on e.g. the open Key Stage 1 area of the school, illustrated with specific examples of partnership and innovation in an educational environment. They also showed how they would support innovation where the impact on teaching and learning is clear.
Value for money
Pricing methodology
Successful tenderers described transparent methodologies with flexible pricing options that demonstrated a robust understanding of total cost of ownership. 
Delivering value for money
Successful tenderers illustrated specific ways in which they would achieve value for money e.g. through internal efficiencies and continuous improvement techniques, benchmarking their achievements in the market and working collaboratively with their customers to ensure savings were shared.


Cost proposal (school exemplar)
Successful tenderers tailored their solution to the specific requirements of the customer as outlined in the practical solution design exercise. They ensured that there was full wireless coverage of the site to enable flexible use of ICT devices throughout. They made suggestions for equipment and alternative room layouts for the interactive learning area and the ICT suite, maximising the number of devices available throughout, and making it clear how many legacy devices were being retained. Their response provided detail on items such as classroom management software, guest access, security, storage, standards, warranty and future upgrades. They made it clear how the requirement for ‘anytime, anywhere’ access would be addressed. Where thin client and/or externally-hosted solutions were suggested, they made it clear how these systems would cope with the typical demand experienced in that type of organisation. They ensured that the solution could be delivered within the capital budget and also provided the costs of three different support models. 
Service transfer
Transferring service to/from an in-house provider
Successful tenderers included thorough processes for the project and change management for transition, with clearly-defined roles and responsibilities. They illustrated a good understanding of TUPE legislation.
Transferring service to/from an alternative provider
Successful tenderers included the project management and knowledge of TUPE legislation. In addition they made it clear that they understood the risks associated with this situation and were convincing that they could maintain service levels while managing the personnel aspects successfully.
Contract management
Structure to manage contracts
Successful tenderers illustrated clearly- defined roles and responsibilities, organisation charts and job descriptions. They described a very customer-focused approach that clarified in detail how this would interface with customers.
Process of managing contracts
Successful tenderers explained a deep understanding of the need for a collaborative approach, based on service level agreements that were easy to understand and measure, with opportunities for improvement and routes to escalation and dispute resolution if required.
Providing framework agreement management information to Becta
Successful tenderers included robust processes and procedures such as automated reminders and 
contingency, as well as examples of active data collection processes.
Risk management
Managing service risks
Successful tenderers described recognised methodologies, such as PRINCE2, for managing risk throughout the life cycle of the contract and elucidated on a collaborative approach with structured processes.
Data management
Providing data management information 
Successful tenderers covered all relevant standards and guidelines and included details on additional support and advice for customers.
Achieving data standards
Successful tenderers included details of relevant international certifications or equivalents or roadmaps for implementation with support and advice for customers.
Supply chain
Integration of design
Successful tenderers showed how they would work with all other providers to manage the integration of their solution into the final design and how they would liaise with the construction company.
Integration of delivery
Successful tenderers indicated the importance of project management and a consistent and detailed approach to ICT integration into the building from start to finish, including snagging and sign off.
Proposed supply chain
Successful tenderers recognised the importance of stable strategic relationships based on stringent selection criteria and performance management. They described accreditation schemes and open source capabilities and options.
Technical compliance




Successful tenderers provided a solution designed to meet the requirements of the scenario with high specification equipment and robust build quality. The solution was suitable for the environment, and configured from a software perspective to meet the needs of typical users.
Solution design
Successful tenderers demonstrated in their proposal that they could provide information on waste, energy consumption and carbon footprint data in several subject areas and demonstrated an understanding and ability to provide offset mechanisms.
Presentation
Successful tenderers presented details of how their proposed solutions would provide innovation, deliver educational transformation and address building design. Tenderers made references and addressed many aspects of building layout, such as e.g. the split level nature of the building, the community area, the asbestos content in the building, and demonstrated what elements of their proposed solutions were designed to take account of these.
Training
Training
Successful tenderers provided evidence of high quality, jargon free and accurate training documentation, a recognition of the importance of knowing the starting knowledge and learning needs of [delegates], and the importance of certain training approaches such as use of participation and trainer interaction. Successful tenderers also provided clear selection criteria and accreditation processes that took into account experience in the sector, ongoing continual professional development and methods of monitoring the quality of training such as performance reviews, observations and maintenance of materials. They also demonstrated preparation for additional potential problems other than those provided in the question and provided referees that were able to give references.
Environmental sustainability
Environmental sustainability 




Successful tenderers detailed specific key processes and procedures directly linked to continuous improvement and were able to demonstrate a good auditable understanding and implementation of these during on-site evaluation processes.
On-site quality assessment
Successful tenderers documented and demonstrated appropriate key processes and procedures and were able to confirm a good understanding and implementation of these during on-site evaluation processes.
Interoperability
Interoperability (Lot 2 only)
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